
Over the next few months the CPGA Golf Professionals at Storey Creek will be helping you improve your 
golf technique with a series of instruction articles targeting different parts of your game. We hope you 

enjoy your golf more than ever this year! 

Debunking Golf Myths and The Blind Leading the Blind! 

Whether a beginner golfer or just someone struggling with their game, there is no shortage of advice 
forthcoming from friendly, well meaning golfers. In this article I will attempt to sort through the 'helpful' 
hints and tips that are delivered by those desperate to share the expertise of the latest YouTube, Golf 
Channel and Golf Digest instruction. 

Firstly, always ask the person whether they would care for your advice. Give them an out. Forcing your 
opinion on them might well be the last thing they care for. Remember, they have seen YOU swing the club. 
It might not be the direction they're hoping to pursue!  

Secondly, give your friend a chance to make the change. If the ball doesn't shoot straight forward and land 
two feet from the target the first time, don't change your advice and start down a new path, let the player 
develop the feel and coordination first. How often have you been able to make wholesale changes to your 
technique at the first time of asking? Offer one piece of advice, not one per shot. (It happens, I swear)! 

"Keep your head down" is one of my least favourite 
tips. Just think about it. Who lifts their head? No one 
in the history of the game has yanked their head up 
away from the ground just as they are about to make 
contact with the tiny golf ball. Great posture creates 
space between the chin and chest for the shoulders to 
fully swing back and freely swing through. Keeping 
your head down drastically impedes that motion, 
killing speed, flow and distance. I want my students to 
follow the ball flight as they accelerate like crazy 
towards the target. When you think you have seen a 
head pop up what you have really seen is early 
extension of a golfers posture. From a tilted over position, the 
hips move in towards the ball and the body becomes erect. No amount of enthusiastic "head down" 

reminders are going to change this. I love "Keep your eyes on the ball" however.  

Early Extension



"Keep your lead arm straight" is good advice, but better advice would be: "continue turning your torso to 
allow your lead arm to remain straight". When your torso stops rotating, and your arms continue their 
backswing journey, the lead arm folds. Your swing arc narrows and your potential for speed and distance 
diminishes. Maintaining your arc is one of the most important moves in golf for everyone. To allow for the 
most shoulder rotation possible, allow your trail hip to rotate back, early in your backswing, it will feel as 
though you are coiling up like a spring, ready to unleash extraordinary speed past the ball.  

"Swing slowly" works for those trying to hit the ball extremely short distances. Certainly "swing fast" can 
provide interesting results, but my feeling is that we are trying to hit the ball as far as possible, accurately. 
Learning how to produce an efficient movement, in balance, that returns the centre of the clubface to the 
ball at the maximum speed is always the goal.  

In the week that we lost the legendary Arnold Palmer it is worth remembering a sage piece of advice from 
The King -SWING YOUR SWING.   

R.I.P. Arnie. You’ll be missed. 

Check back next week for more great tips from the CPGA Pro’s at Storey 

Creek and for Private or Group instruction call the Pro Shop at 250.923.3673 or 
visit www.storeycreek.bc.ca 
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